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FEEDBACK We think your presentation was awesome!

Given below is a report of what we liked and what we

think might look better

 

A summary of the feedback -

 

Pros -

Nice minimalist design

Love the 'sewers' theme, looks very personalized, fits perfectly

The sequence of the slides, Problem > HP > Analysis > Solution

 

Suggestions-

Add more pictures of the fatbergs!

Maybe, add some citations at the end of each slide/end of the presentation.

A team picture would look good

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

100%
 of our team

liked the presentation
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DETAILED
FEEDBACK
 

The design indeed is awesome. The yellow-white-

black color scheme looks exciting. You guys can

experiment on other color schemes.

 

Slides 3, 10, 13 and 16 are the subtopic slides. You

guys can try to add different pictures in them. You

won't need a different sequence of slides to show

how fatbergs look like.

 

Use a font which looks elegant as well as impactful.

The current font is okay, but you guys should try other

ones too.

 

We really like the fact that you guys have really less

text in your presentation. But some of us felt that

slides explaining how a fatberg is formed, and the

slides about your genetic circuit and experiments,

might need a tiny bit of text. Your call.

 

We have some great ideas for designing, hope we'll

collaborate on that for mutual benefit ;)

 

 

 

Design 
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DETAILED
FEEDBACK
Your project looks amazing. The problem seems like it

requires immediate attention.

 

You might want to add a bit about how much waste a

usual household produces, and how much of it is

those 'fatberg - causing' substances. (You can have a

pie chart which shows how much of the fatberg is

what, and the pie can be the fatberg itself!).

 

We noticed that you're mainly focused on London for

the problem, but a slide (other than the timeline)

dedicated to a global view could help. 

 

In one of your slides, you've mentioned that removing

a fatberg can cost a lot. So a slide saying how bad a

fatberg is, including this fact and others, in a more

visually appealing way would be nice.

 

You can also make the tone a little darker by adding

some grim facts and possible consequences to be

faced if the problem remains unchecked.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Content 
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DETAILED
FEEDBACK

Everything else looks amazing on your presentation,

and we learnt a lot from it. Especially the fact that

we should reduce as much text as possible from our

presentation, to have a better impact.

 

Are the presentations bound to be in a .ppt or .pdf

format? We're sure you've heard of 'Prezi'. Its an

online tool to make really cool and engaging

presentations,  and we're thinking of that as an

alternative. What do you think about that?

 

Finally, we wanted our presentation to be a bit

dramatic and entertaining, and not the same plain

stuff. But we only have 20 minutes and it's not going

to be easy having a very engaging presentation within

that time frame. What do you think about this?

 

Your feedback was really good, and we're working on

to incorporate your suggestions. (And I appreciate

you liked the crosses, a whole lot of people in the

team were against it )

 

Are you planning to modify the same presentation for

the jamboree? What other ideas do you have?

 

All the very best for your project, and we hope it is

successful. See you in the Jamboree!

 

Miscellanous



THANK
YOU!


